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Abstract
The integration problem of a C-bracket and a Vaisman (metric, pre-DFT) algebroid
which are geometric structures of double field theory (DFT) is analyzed. We introduce a
notion of a pre-rackoid as a global group-like object for an infinitesimal algebroid structure.
We propose that several realizations of pre-rackoid structures. One realization is that
elements of a pre-rackoid are defined by cotangent paths along doubled foliations in a
para-Hermitian manifold. Another realization is proposed as a formal exponential map
of the algebroid of DFT. We show that the pre-rackoid reduces to a rackoid that is
the integration of the Courant algebroid when the strong constraint of DFT is imposed.
Finally, for a physical application, we exhibit an implementation of the (pre-)rackoid in a
three-dimensional topological sigma model.
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1 Introduction
Double field theory (DFT) [1] is a gravity theory that inherits T-duality in string theory. DFT is
defined in a 2D-dimensional doubled spacetime where the Kaluza-Klein and the string winding
modes are realized by the doubled coordinates xM = (xµ, x˜µ). In this formalism, T-duality
is implemented as a global O(D,D) symmetry in the doubled space. In DFT, the physical
D-dimensional spacetime is defined through the imposition of the strong constraint. Under
the strong constraint, the DFT action is reduced to one of supergravity of NSNS sectors in
an appropriate frame. Such kind of structure is naturally incorporated in a para-Hermitian
manifold M [2–5]. It has been shown that the D-dimensional physical spacetime appears as a
leaf in doubled foliations of M.
The gauge symmetry of DFT originates from the diffeomorphism and the U(1) gauge sym-
metry of an NSNS B-field. The transformations of DFT fields are generated by vector fields in
the doubled space and they are governed by a C-bracket. An algebra based on the C-bracket
is known to be a Vaisman (metric or pre-DFT) algebroid [2, 6, 7]. This is a generalization of
a Courant algebroid [8] that plays an important role in generalized geometry. Indeed, when
the strong constraint is imposed on any vector field and function in M, the Vaisman algebroid
reduces to the Courant algebroid [9]. Both algebroids exhibit local structures of the tangent
bundle TM of the para-Hermitian manifold.
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An important aspect of these algebroids involves their doubled structures. For example, it
has been shown that the Courant algebroid is composed by a Drinfel’d double of Lie bialgebroids
[10]. An analogous result has been obtained even for a Vaisman algebroid. In this picture, the
geometric origin of the strong constraint in DFT is traced back to a consistency condition of
the Drinfel’d double for Lie bialgebroids [11]. The doubled aspects appearing in the contexts
of mathematical and physical sides of DFT shed light on the deep understanding of nature
of T-duality. Among other things, the structure of the Drinfel’d double of Lie bialgebras is
a key ingredient of the Poisson-Lie T-duality [12–14]. This is a generalization of ordinary T-
duality with Abelian isometries and its physical applications have been studied [15–19]. The
Poisson-Lie T-duality is interpreted as a freedom of choices for Manin triples in the Drinfel’d
double of the Lie bialgebras. If there are several Manin triples, one can generalize the duality
to plurality [20]. Recent developments along this line include [21–23].
It is well known that the Lie bialgebra is the infinitesimal object of the Poisson-Lie group.
Conversely, a Lie bialgebra is integrated to a Poisson-Lie group. Obviously, the Poisson-Lie
T-duality is named after this group structure. One can imagine that this picture may be
generalized to algebroids even in the absence of group structures. Indeed, a Lie algebroid is an
infinitesimal object of a Lie groupoid. By the same way, a Lie bialgebroid is an infinitesimal
object of a Poisson groupoid [24]. It is known that the Drinfel’d double of Lie bialgebroids gives
a Courant algebroid. Manin triples are defined by a Dirac structure of a Courant algebroid [10].
It is therefore conceivable that there is a groupoid-like structure defined by the integration of
the Courant algebroid. However, it is a highly non-trivial task to determine a global, group-like
object for a given algebroid. This is because there is no analogue of the Lie’s third theorem
associated with a Lie algebroid and its global counterpart. Finding a group-like object from
a given algebra is known as the coquecigrue problem [25]. The coquecigrue problem for the
Courant algebroids has been studied intensively in various contexts [26–29].
The purpose of this paper is to investigate a global structure of the doubled spacetime and
examine the geometric meaning of the strong constraint in DFT. To this end, we work on the
coquecigrue problem of the Vaisman algebroid which is a natural local structure appearing in a
para-Hermitian manifold. We remind ourselves that the standard Courant algebroid is recog-
nized as a Leibniz algebroid [10]. It is known that an integration of a Leibniz algebra is given
by a rack [30–32]. Racks and associated quandles were first proposed in the contexts of knot
theory [33]. They are sets equipped with binary operations satisfying certain axioms. Notably,
racks are generalizations of groups. Roughly speaking, racks are group-like objects that are
based on the conjugation instead of the product in the sense of ordinary groups. Accordingly,
it seems plausible that an integration of a Leibniz algebroid is given by a groupoid-like coun-
terpart of the rack – the rackoid. Indeed, the authors in [34] proposed that an integration
of the standard Courant algebroid is given by a rackoid. This rackoid structure is defined by
cotangent paths associated with underlying paths in the base space. The standard Courant
algebroid is shown up as an infinitesimal (or tangent bundle) structure of the cotangent path
rackoid. We will generalize this picture to the Vaisman algebroid and look for a groupoid-like
structure, which we call the pre-rackoid, in the doubled spacetime in DFT.
We also propose another method, a formal exponential map of a Vaisman algebroid.We
consider an exponential of the adjoint operation. It is called a formal (pre-)rackoid. This idea
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is directly related to one of alarge gauge transformations ofk DFT [35].
As an explicit realization and applications, we discuss the (pre-)rackoid structures in a
topological sigma model. A three dimensional topological sigma model with the structure of
a Courant algebroid called the Courant sigma model is known [36, 37]. This model is useful
to analyze the integration of the Courant algebroid to Lie rackoid. Wilson lines in the model
realize a Lie rackoid structure. The doubled geometry version of topological sigma model has
been proposed [38]. See also [7,39]. We will show that the topological sigma model of doubled
geometry gives a realization of a (formal) pre-rackoid.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we give the definition of the
Vaisman algebroid and its relations with the Courant algebroid. In section 3, we introduce the
notion of the rack and the rackoid. Mathematical definitions of these structures are presented.
In section 4, we first focus on the cotangent path rackoid discussed in [34]. This gives an
integration of the standard Courant algebroid. We then generalize this to the doubled cotangent
path defined in the doubled foliations of the para-Hermitian manifold M. We show that the
integration of the Vaisman algebroid based on the C-bracket is given by a generalization of
rackoid, namely, the pre-rackoid. We show that the rack-like product based on the doubled
cotangent path defines the pre-rackoid. In this picture, the strong constraint in DFT is an
sufficient condition of the self-distributivity of the rack product. We will see that this is re-
organized as the quantum Yang-Baxter equation for the rack action. In section 5, we show
another way to provide the (pre-)rackoids. We introduce formal exponential maps of the adjoint
action to define the (pre-)rack product. This procedure gives a formal integration of the Courant
and the Vaisman algebroids. In section 6, we discuss a sigma model implementation of the
(pre-)rackoid structures. We show that the (pre-)rackoids associated with the Vaisman and the
Courant algebroids are realized as Wilson loops in the sigma models. Section 7 is the conclusion
and discussions.
2 Leibniz, Courant and Vaisman algebroids
In this section, we introduce the Courant and the Vaisman algebroids. The latter appears in
para-Hermitian manifolds which are natural arenas of the doubled spacetime in DFT. Before
the definition of the Courant and the Vaisman algebroids, let us first remind the definition of
a Leibniz algebra.
Definition ((Left) Leibniz algebra (Loday algebra)). A (left) Leibniz algebra (Loday algebra)
g is defined as a module over a ring R equipped with a bilinear map [·, ·] (the Leibniz bracket)
on g satisfying the following left Leibniz identity:
[a, [b, c]] = [[a, b], c] + [b, [a, c]], for ∀a, b, c ∈ g. (1)
A right Leibniz algebra is defined similarly.
Note that the Leibniz bracket [·, ·] is not necessarily skew-symmetric. When the Leibniz
bracket [·, ·] is skew-symmetric, it becomes a Lie algebra. The notion of the Leibniz algebra is
easily generalized to the ones of algebroids.
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Definition ((Left) Leibniz algebroid). A (left) Leibniz algebroid is a triple (E, [·, ·]D, ρ), where
E
π
−→ M is a vector bundle over a smooth manifold M , [·, ·]D : Γ(E)×Γ(E)→ Γ(E) is a Leibniz
bracket satisfying the Leibniz identity (1), ρ : E → TM is a bundle map called the anchor
map, and [·, ·]D and ρ satisfy the following relations:
ρ([e1, e2]D) = [ρ(e1), ρ(e2)]TM ,
[e1, fe2]D = f [e1, e2]D + (ρ(e1) · f)e2,
for any ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C
∞(M). (2)
Here [·, ·]TM is the Lie bracket of vector fields on TM . We note that the first relation can be
omitted since it is obtained through the second one and the Leibniz identity (1). In the Leibniz
algebroid, the bracket is called the Dorfman bracket.
The Leibniz algebroid is a generalization of the Lie algebroid and the Leibniz algebra. When
the bracket [·, ·]D is skew-symmetric, it is a Lie bracket and the triple (D, [·, ·]D, ρ) defines a Lie
algebroid. When M is a point M = {pt} and ρ = 0, the Leibniz algebroid becomes a Leibniz
algebra. Given these definitions, we now introduce the Courant algebroids.
Definition (Courant algebroid). Let E
π
−→ M be a vector bundle over a manifold M . A
Courant algebroid is a quadruple (E, [·, ·]D, ρ, (·, ·)) where [·, ·]D is a bilinear bracket on Γ(E),
ρ : E → TM is an anchor map, and (·, ·) is a non-degenerate bilinear form on Γ(E). They
satisfy the following axioms for any ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C
∞(M):
1. The bracket [·, ·]D satisfies the Leibniz identity (1).
2. ρ([e1, e2]D) = [ρ(e1), ρ(e2)]TM .
3. [e1, fe2]D = f [e1, e2]L + (ρ(e1) · f)e2.
4. [e, e]D =
1
2
D(e, e).
5. ρ(e1) · (e2, e3) = ([e1, e2]D, e3) + (e2, [e1, e3]D).
Here D is a generalized exterior derivative on Γ(E).
The axioms 1,2,3 are just the ones for the Leibniz algebroid. Therefore any Courant al-
gebroids are Leibniz algebroids. An alternative but equivalent definition based on a skew-
symmetric – the Courant – bracket is known [10], which is anti-symmetrization of the Dorfman
bracket. The Courant algebroids play important roles in generalized geometry [41]. This in-
herits T-duality structure in its Drinfel’d double.
Next we introduce the Vaisman algebroids.
Definition (Vaisman algebroid). Let E
π
−→ M be a vector bundle over a manifold M . A
Vaisman algebroid is a quadruple (E, [[·, ·]]D, ρ, (·, ·)) where [[·, ·]]D is a bracket on Γ(E), ρ :
E → TM is an anchor map, and (·, ·) is a non-degenerate bilinear form on Γ(E). They satisfy
the following axioms for any ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C
∞(M):
1. [[e1, fe2]]D = f [[e1, e2]]D + (ρ(e1) · f)e2.
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2. ρ(e1) · (e2, e3) = ([[e1, e2]]D, e3) + (e2, [[e1, e3]]D)
The bracket [[·, ·]]D is called a D-bracket. One can find an alternative definition based on a
skew-symmetric bracket which satisfies the same axioms above. The skew symmetrization of
a D-bracket is called a C-bracket. Obviously, any Courant algebroids are Vaisman algebroids.
From the viewpoint of DFT, a Vaisman algebroid appears on the tangent bundle of a 2D-
dimensional para-Hermitian manifold [2, 3, 6]. In this case, the bracket is given by the D-
bracket in DFT. A remarkable property of the Vaisman algebroid is that its defining bracket
is composed of a double of Lie algebroids [11]. The skew-symmetric bracket of the Vaisman
algebroid on a para-Hermitian manifold is nothing but the C-bracket that governs the gauge
symmetry of DFT. One can switch the C- and D-brackets by the standard procedures [40].
In order that the algebra of the gauge transformation of DFT closes, a constraint, known as
the strong constraint, should be imposed on all the fields and gauge parameters [9]. In this
case, the D-bracket reduces to the Dorfman bracket of generalized geometry and the Vaisman
algebroid reduces to the Courant algebroid.
In the next section, we introduce racks and rackoids which are integrations of the Leibniz
algebras and algebroids.
3 Racks and rackoids
In this section, we introduce the notion of racks and rackoids. The rack has been proposed as
a global group-like object associated with its infinitesimal counterpart – the Leibniz algebra
[30–32]. This observation can be generalized to those for Leibniz algebroids. The corresponding
global, groupoid-like structure is known as rackoids. In the following, we first define racks and
then generalize the notion to rackoids. This section is based on [42]. More details can be found
there.
3.1 Racks
The definition of racks is the following.
Definition (Rack). The set S together with a binary operation (x, y) 7→ x ⊲ y for any x, y ∈ S
is called a rack if the map y 7→ x ⊲ y is bijective and the operation ⊲ satisfies the following left
self-distributivity :
x ⊲ (y ⊲ z) = (x ⊲ y) ⊲ (x ⊲ z), (3)
for any x, y, z ∈ S. x⊲ y and the map y 7→ x⊲ y are called the rack product and the rack action
of x on y, respectively.
We note that in general, the rack product ⊲ is not associative x ⊲ (y ⊲ z) 6= (x ⊲ y) ⊲ z. Since
the rack action x ⊲ · is a bijection, there exists the unique element y ∈ S such that x ⊲ y = z
for any z ∈ S. This implies the left invertibility of the rack product ⊲. A right rack is defined
similarly for a right rack product ⊳. In the following, we employ left racks and never consider
the right ones.
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An example of the rack product is the conjugation g ⊲ h = ghg−1 on a group G. This
example trivially satisfies the self-distributivity. In this sense, racks are defined over wrack of
group structures. There remains only the conjugation operation out of the group multiplication.
There does not necessarily exist unit element in racks. We introduce pointed racks which
are racks with the unit element 1 with respect to the rack product.
Definition (Pointed rack). Let (S, ⊲) be a rack. When there is an element 1 ∈ S such that the
following relation holds for any x ∈ S,
1 ⊲ x = x, x ⊲ 1 = 1, (4)
then (S, ⊲) is called a pointed rack.
One can show that a group G with the rack product defined by the conjugation g⊲h = ghg−1
is an example of a pointed rack (G, ⊲). The element 1 is obviously the unit element of the group
1 ∈ G. We next define a Lie rack.
Definition (Lie rack). Let S be a manifold. When all the structures in a pointed rack (S, ⊲)
are smooth and the rack action y 7→ x ⊲ y for any x, y ∈ S is a diffeomorphism, then (S, ⊲) is
called a Lie rack.
We can then consider a tangent space of (S, ⊲) at the unit element. Indeed, it is shown that
an infinitesimal algebra defined on the tangent space at a unit element of a Lie rack is nothing
but a Leibniz algebra [30]. This is quite analogous to the fact that the algebra on the tangent
space at the unit element of a Lie group G is isomorphic to the Lie algebra g of G.
3.2 Rackoids
We next generalize the notion of the rack to that of rackoids. One finds that this leads to an
integration of the Leibniz algebroids. The notion of rackoids has been introduced as a base
ground of an integration of the Courant algebroids [42]. Before going to the rackoids, let us
begin with precategories.
Definition (Precategory). Let (G,M) be a pair composed of sets G and M . When there exist
bijection maps s, t : G → M , then (G,M) is called a semi-precategory. Here s, t are called the
source and the target maps. When there is a unit map ǫ :M → G satisfying s ◦ ǫ = t◦ ǫ = idM ,
then (G,M) is called a precategory. For each x ∈M , we express ǫ(x) = 1x ∈ G.
An element g of G is regarded a morphism from s(g) to t(g). In the following, G ⇒ M
denote a precategory. We also note that ǫ(x) satisfying s ◦ ǫ = t ◦ ǫ = idM corresponds to a
unit morphism at x ∈ M if there is a composition map of morphisms. When there exists an
associative composition of morphisms, then G ⇒ M becomes a category. In addition, when
there exists an inverse for all the morphisms, G ⇒ M is a groupoid.
Since there are not necessarily compositions of morphisms in (semi-)precategories, we next
define bisections which enable us to find an appropriate action of G on M .
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Definition (Bisection). Let G ⇒M be a semi-precategory. A bisection of G is defined by the
following equivalent data:
1. A subset Σ ⊂ G such that the restricted source and the target maps s, t : Σ → M are
bijection.
2. A map σ = t ◦ σ : M → M that is bijection. Here σ : M → G is a right inverse of s,
namely, it is defined by s ◦ σ = idM .
In the following, maps associated with bisections Σ, T, · · · are denoted by σ, τ, · · · . Now, a
set of all the morphisms g ∈ G that satisfy s(g) = x, t(g) = y for all x, y ∈M is denoted by Gyx.
Then rackoids are defined as follows.
Definition (Rackoid). For a semi-precategory G ⇒ M , a bisection Σ ⊂ G and g ∈ Gyx, one
defines an action of Σ on g
⊲ : (Σ, g) 7→ Σ ⊲ g ∈ G
σ(y)
σ(x). (5)
For bisections Σ, T ⊂ G, we define Σ ⊲ T as the image of an assignment Σ ⊲ (·) on T . When the
action ⊲ satisfies the following properties,
1. For any bisections Σ, an assignment Σ ⊲ (·) : G → G is bijective.
2. For any bisections Σ, T and any g ∈ G, the action ⊲ satisfies the following self-distributivity,
Σ ⊲ (T ⊲ g) = (Σ ⊲ T ) ⊲ (Σ ⊲ g). (6)
then, this becomes a rack action and (G ⇒ M, ⊲) is called a non-unital rackoid. In addition,
for any x ∈M , g ∈ G, when there exists ǫ(x) = 1x ∈ G such that
1M ⊲ g = g, σ(x) ⊲ 1x = 1σ(x), (7)
then (G ⇒M, ⊲) is called a unital (or pointed) rackoid. Here 1M stands for the bisection ǫ(M),
namely, the collection of 1x for all x ∈ M . When all the structures defined above are smooth,
(G ⇒ M, ⊲) is called a Lie rackoid.
Note that since the map is bijective, the image of the map Σ ⊲ (·) on a bisection T is a
bisection. The geometrical meaning of the rack product defined above is obvious. The rack
action by Σ shifts the initial (source) and the end (target) points of g ∈ G along the Σ-direction.
This is understood by the following relation of the associated diffeomorphism on M :
σ ⊲ τ = σ ◦ τ ◦ σ−1. (8)
Therefore the rack action is essentially a conjugation. The rackoid defined in this way is a
groupoid-like generalization of the rack. Indeed, when M is a point M = {pt}, namely, there
is only one point in M , then the rackoid becomes a rack. This corresponds to the fact that
a groupoid over a point M = {pt} becomes a group. In the following, all the collections of
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bisections in a smooth precategory G ⇒ M is denoted by Bis(G). Since all the structures in
a Lie rackoid is smooth, we can now discuss its infinitesimal algebra on the tangent space.
Parallel to the fact that a Lie algebroid is an infinitesimal object of a Lie groupoid, one can
define a Leibniz algebroid as an infinitesimal counterpart of a Lie rackoid. Let us sketch this
procedure in the following.
Let G ⇒M be a unital (pointed) Lie rackoid. Through the unit map ǫ : M →֒ G, we identify
M to a subset of G. Namely, x ∈ M is identified with 1x ∈ G. Fibers of the pullback bundle
ǫ∗TG
π∗
−→M by ǫ are given by T1xG. We consider differentials of source and the target maps of
G ⇒ M , Ts, T t : TG → TM . By definition, since the fibers of the pullback bundle ǫ∗TG are
just copies of the TG fibers, diffeomorphisms ǫ∗TG → TM are naturally defined. Explicitly, we
have the induced maps,
T1xt : T1xG → TxM, T1xs : T1xG → TxM. (9)
Using two maps, we define an infinitesimal algebroid A of a unital Lie rackoid.
Definition (Infinitesimal algebroids of rackoid). Given a unital (pointed) Lie rackoid G ⇒M ,
we have a vector bundle A over M defined by
A = Ker(Ts) =
∐
x∈M
Ker(T1xs) ∈
∐
x∈M
T1xG. (10)
This is called an infinitesimal algebroid of G. The anchor ρ : A → TM is defined by
ρ = −T t|A. (11)
Since all the structures discussed above are well-defined, we consider the adjoint action on
A induced by the rack action Σ⊲ of a bisection Σ:
AdΣ = T1xΣ
⊲|A : Ax → Aσ(x), (12)
The rack action satisfies, by definition, the self-distributivity. Namely, for any bisections Σ, T ⊂
G and g ∈ G, we have Σ⊲ ◦ T ⊲ = (Σ ⊲ T )⊲ ◦ Σ⊲. Since T1xΣ
⊲ induces the adjoint action, the
self-distributive relation of the rack action results in the composition of the adjoint action:
AdΣ ◦ AdT = AdΣ⊲T ◦ AdΣ. (13)
The following lemma enable us to make contact with explicit derivation of the bracket in the
algebroid A:
Lemma (Family of bisections). Let (G ⇒ M, ⊲) and A be a Lie rackoid and its infinitesimal
algebroid. Let us consider the section Γ : M → ǫ∗TG. Namely, Γ : x 7→ bx ∈ Ax ⊂ T1xG. Then,
there is a family of bisection, (Σu)u∈I , I = (−1, 1) of G such that Σ0 = ǫ(M) and
∂
∂u
σu(x)|u=0
coincides with bx for all x ∈ M . Here σu is a map σu : M → G associated with the bisection
Σu and it is parametrized by u. This satisfies s ◦ σu = idM , σu(x) ∈ Σu ⊂ G. In this case, the
assignment x 7→ ∂
∂u
σu(x)|u=0 is a smooth section of A. Since Σu=0 = Σ0 = ǫ(M) =
∐
x∈M 1x,
we have σu=0(x) = 1x.
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The proof is found in [42]. With this fact at hand, we find that the tangent space of Bis(G)
at g = ǫ(M) is Γ(A). Using the adjoint map for families of bisections, we now define the bracket
structure on Γ(A).
Definition (Bracket in A). For any a, b ∈ Γ(A), a bracket [·, ·] : (b, a) 7→ [b, a] is defined by
[b, a] =
∂
∂u
AdΣua|u=0. (14)
Here Σ0 = ǫ(M) and
∂
∂u
σu(x)|u=0 = bx. Σu, u ∈ (−1, 1) is a family of smooth bisection of G.
One can check the bracket [·, ·] defined above satisfies the Leibniz identity (1) as follows.
By the self-distributivity of the rack product for families of bisections Σu, Tv acting on any
a ∈ Γ(A), we have
AdΣu ◦ AdTva = AdΣu⊲Tv ◦ AdΣua. (15)
By differentiating both sides with respect to v and evaluating at v = 0 , we find
AdΣu ◦ [b, a] =
∂
∂v
AdΣu⊲Tv |v=0 ◦ AdΣua. (16)
Here we have used the relation [b, a] = ∂
∂v
AdTva|v=0, bx =
∂
∂v
τv(x)|u=0. Since the rack action on
Γ(A) induces the adjoint action, we have
∂
∂v
Σv ⊲ τu(x)|v=0 = Σu ⊲
∂
∂v
τv(x)|v=0
= AdΣu bx. (17)
Then the right hand side of (16) becomes [AdΣub,AdΣua]. By differentiating both sides again
with respect to u and setting u = 0, we obtain
∂
∂u
AdΣu([b, a])|u=0 = [
∂
∂u
AdΣub|u=0,AdΣua|u=0] + [AdΣub|u=0,
∂
∂u
AdΣua|u=0]. (18)
The left hand side gives [c, [b, a]] while the first and the second terms in the right hand side are
[[c, b], b] and [b, [c, a]]. Here we have used the facts ∂
∂u
AdΣvb|u=0 = [c, b], AdΣua|u=0 = a. Then
the Leibniz identity follows:
[c, [b, a]] = [[c, b], a] + [b, [c, a]]. (19)
One also finds that due to the definition of the anchor map ρ = −T t|A, the Leibniz rule for the
bracket holds. We then end up with the following theorem.
Theorem (Tangent Leibniz algebroid of Lie rackoid). Let (G ⇒M, ⊲) be a unital Lie rackoid
over a manifold M . There is a vector bundle A = Ker(Ts)→ M in the induced bundle ǫ∗TG.
An anchor ρ = −T t|A and a bracket [b, a] =
∂
∂u
AdΣua|u=0 is defined for a family of bisections
Σu. Then the triple (A, [·, ·], ρ) defines a Leibniz algebroid over M . This is called a tangent
Leibniz algebroid of G.
We stress that the Leibniz identity (19) derived by the adjoint map (13) originates from
the self-distributive relation of the rack product. This fact will be an important clue for the
integration of the Vaisman algebroid.
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4 Pre-rackoids and doubled cotangent paths
In this section, we exhibit an explicit example of the Lie rackoid through the cotangent paths
discussed in [34]. This is a basic ground for the group-like, global structures of the standard
Courant algebroid. We first introduce the standard Courant algebroid and discuss the rackoid
structure associated with it. We then proceed to the rackoid-like structure for the Vaisman
algebroid. A key ingredient is the notion of the pre-rackoid based on the doubled foliations of
a para-Hermitian manifold.
4.1 Cotangent path rackoids and Courant algebroid
The most familiar example of the Courant algebroid is the standard Courant algebroid. The
vector bundle of the standard Courant algebroid is given by the generalized tangent bundle
TM = TM⊕T ∗M over a manifoldM . The Dorfman bracket of the standard Courant algebroid
is given by
[e1, e2]D = [X1, X2]TM + LX1ξ2 − ιX2dξ1. (20)
Here ei = Xi + ξi, (i = 1, 2) and Xi ∈ Γ(TM) are vector fields, ξi ∈ Γ(T
∗M) are 1-forms. The
bracket [·, ·]TM in the right hand side is the ordinary Lie bracket of the vector fields, LX , ιX are
the Lie derivative and the interior product associated with X and d is the exterior derivative
operator. In [34], a rackoid (G ⇒M, ⊲) that results in a tangent Leibniz algebroid equipped with
the bracket (20) is constructed. Here G = PT ∗M is a set of paths PT ∗M = C∞([0, 1], T ∗M)
on a compact manifold M and the rack product ⊲ is defined by automorphisms on the Dorfman
bracket.
In the following, we briefly introduce the discussions in [34] and then generalize the con-
struction to the one in the doubled geometry. Before examining the space PT ∗M , we first
clarify a precategory structure for paths on M .
Definition (Precategory by paths). Let M be a compact manifold of finite dimensions. Let
PM be a set of smooth paths γ : [0, 1]→M . The source and the target maps are defined by
s(γ) = γ0, t(γ) = γ1, (21)
where the path γt is parametrized by t ∈ [0, 1]. The unit map ǫ : M → PM is defined by a
map to a constant c, ǫ(x) = c for any x ∈M . Then PM ⇒M becomes a smooth precategory.
Since the path can be seen as a map γ : [0, 1] → C∞(M,M), bisections of the precategory
PM ⇒ M is defined as follows.
Definition (Bis(PM) of PM ⇒ M). A set of smooth bisections Bis(PM) in the precategory
PM ⇒ M is defined by
Bis(PM) = {γ0 = idM , γ1 is a diffeomorphism of M}. (22)
Namely, there is one to one correspondence between a pair of fixed points x = γ0(x),
y = γ1(x) and a path in a bisection of PM ⇒ M . We then define the path rackoids.
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Definition (Path rackoid). Given a precategory PM ⇒ M defined by paths γ : [0, 1] → M ,
we introduce the rack product ⊲ for any elements of bisections ψ, ϕ in Bis(PM) and for any
t ∈ [0, 1] as
(ψ ⊲ ϕ)t = ψ1 ◦ ϕt ◦ ψ
−1
1 . (23)
Further, we define the rack action of a bisection ψ on a path γ ∈ PM as
(ψ ⊲ γ)t = ψ1 ◦ γt. (24)
Then it is obvious that the product ⊲ satisfies the self-distributivity and (PM ⇒M, ⊲) becomes
an infinite-dimensional unital Lie rackoid. We call this a path rackoid.
As we have discussed in the previous section, the rack action of ψ on φ shifts the initial
and the end points of φ along the ψ direction. Since the path in the base space M induces the
path in the cotangent bundle T ∗M , the notion of the path rackoid is generalized to that of the
cotangent path.
Definition (Precategory by cotangent paths). LetM be a finite-dimensional compact manifold
and T ∗M
π
−→M be the cotangent bundle over M . We define a pair of smooth paths on M as
PT ∗M = {(γ, η) : [0, 1]→ T ∗M | η : smooth} . (25)
Here η is the actual cotangent path on T ∗M and it is related to the path γ in the base space
M through the projection γ = π ◦ η. The path η is recognized as a morphism whose source
and target maps s, t are defined by s = π ◦ ev0, t = π ◦ ev1. Here ev0,1 is the evaluation of η at
t = 0, 1 and takes values in T ∗M . One notices that the projection results in the initial and the
end points of the path γ on M . Again, the unit map ǫ is defined by the constant path. These
structures make PT ∗M ⇒M be a smooth precategory.
We next define bisections of the precategory PT ∗M ⇒M .
Definition (Bis(PT ∗M) of PT ∗M ⇒ M). Let PT ∗M ⇒ M be the precategory defined by
the cotangent paths. Bisections of PT ∗M ⇒ M are pairs of paths Σ = (φ, η) ⊂ PT ∗M where
each path is defined as follows. First, the paths φ in the base space M are bisections of the
precategory PM ⇒ M . Second, the cotangent paths η are the section of the pullback bundle
of φt : M → M defined by [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ φ
∗
tηt. Namely, they are 1-forms on M . Explicitly, the
path of the 1-form is defined by
t ∈ [0, 1] 7→ φ∗tηt(Xx) = ηt(Txφt(Xx)) for Xx ∈ TxM, x ∈M. (26)
Given these definitions, we introduce a rack structure in bisections Σ of the precategory
PT ∗M ⇒M .
Definition (Rack action of cotangent paths). Let PT ∗M ⇒ M be a precategory defined by
the cotangent paths. For any bisections Σ = (φ, η), T = (ψ, ζ) of PT ∗M ⇒M , the rack action
is defined by
(Σ ⊲ T )t = (φ, η) ⊲ (ψ, ζ)t =
(
φ1 ◦ ψt ◦ φ
−1
1 , (φ
∗
1)
−1
(
ζt − ιψ˙t ◦ φ
∗
1dβΣ
))
, (27)
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where ψ˙t =
d
dt
ψt and
βΣ =
∫ 1
0
ds φ∗sηs (28)
is a 1-form associated with Σ. Similarly, for a cotangent path a ∈ PT ∗M composed of a
cotangent vector θt(x), x ∈M at γt(x), where the path [0, 1] ∋ t 7→ γt is given by the projection
γ = π ◦ a, we define a rack action of a bisection Σ = (φ, η) ⊂ PT ∗M on the cotangent path
a = (γ, θ) as
(Σ ⊲ a)t(x) =
(
φ1 ◦ γt(x), (φ
−1
1 )
∗ ◦ {θt(x)− ιγ˙t ◦ φ
∗
1 ◦ dβΣ(x)}
)
. (29)
Note that for a path (γ, θ) ⊂ PT ∗M , (γ˙, θ) is a pair of a tangent vector and a 1-form
and (γ˙t, θt) is regarded as C
∞([0, 1],TM). Here TM = TM ⊕ T ∗M
π
−→ M is the generalized
tangent bundle over M . The rack product by Σ = (φ, η) shifts the initial and the end points
of the path on the base space M . On the other hand, the rack product in (27), (29) induces
the pull-back by φ and the gauge transformation by η in the cotangent space. It is easy to
check that the first component of the rack action (27) satisfies the self-distributivity. On the
other hand, the self-distributivity of the rack action in the 1-forms is little bit non-trivial. A
careful analysis revealed that the second component of the cotangent path also satisfies the
self-distributivity. One finds the detailed proof in [34]. The proof is based on the explicit form
of the exterior derivative of the 1-form associated with the bisection Σ ⊲ T . This is given by
the direct calculations. The result is
dβΣ⊲T = (φ
∗
1)
−1dβT − (φ
∗
1)
−1ψ∗1φ
∗
1dβΣ + dβΣ. (30)
Here bisections are expressed as Σ = (φ, η), T = (ψ, ζ). This is a key expression to prove the
self-distributivity of the rack product [34]. We will see in the next subsection that this specific
expression, that is necessary to prove the self-distributivity, does not hold for the pre-rackoid.
Since the structure discussed above are all smooth and the rack action is well-defined,
(PT ∗M ⇒ M, ⊲) becomes a unital Lie rackoid. Now we are in a position to discuss the
infinitesimal algebroid A of the rackoid (PT ∗M ⇒M, ⊲). Consider the s−1-fiber over M . The
infinitesimal algebroid A = KerTs
π
−→ M for the Lie rackoid PT ∗M ⇒ M is well-defined. Recall
that for the bisections, we have a tangent bundle T (PT ∗M) = {γ˙ : [0, 1]→ TM ⊕ T ∗M}. Then
given by the section Γ : M → PT ∗M , we define the bracket on Γ(A) = Γ∗([0, 1],X(M)⊕Ω
1(M))
as clarified in the general discussion. From the definition of the rack product of (PT ∗M ⇒
M, ⊲), the bracket is calculated as the adjoint action associated with the rack action for families
of bisections. We define the following quantities,
∂
∂u
φut |u=0 = X1,t,
∂
∂u
ψut |u=0 = X2,t,
∂
∂u
βΣut |u=0 = α1,t,
∂
∂u
ζut |u=0 = −α2,t, (31)
where φu, ψu are families of bisections parametrized by u, Xi, αi (i = 1, 2) are vector fields and
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1-forms on M . Then we find
∂
∂u
∂
∂v
φv1 ◦ ψ
u
t ◦ (φ
v
1)
−1|u=v=0 = [X1,t=1, X2,t],
∂
∂u
∂
∂v
(φu1)
−1∗(ζvt )|u=v=0 = LX1,t=1α2,t. (32)
Therefore, the adjoint action associated with the rack action Σ ⊲ (·) results in the following
bracket:
[X1,t + ξ1,t, X2,t + ξ2,t]D = [X1,t=1, X2,t]TM + LX1,t=1α2,t − ιX˙2,td
∫ 1
0
ds α1,s. (33)
This by definition satisfies the left Leibniz identity. The bracket is almost the Dorfman bracket
of the standard Courant algebroid. We then define the following subbundle of A:
I =
{
(Xt, ξt)|X1 = 0,
∫ 1
0
ds αs = 0
}
(34)
This defines an isomorphism between A/I and the standard Courant algebroid via the map
ϕ = (ev1,
∫ 1
0
dt) : A → TM . Indeed, we have
ϕ : (Xt, αt) 7→ (X1,
∫ 1
0
dt αt). (35)
Using these facts, by defining Xi = Xi,t=1, ξi =
∫ 1
0
αi,sds, we finally obtain
ϕ[X1,t + α1,t, X2,t + α2,t]D = [X1, X2]TM + LX1ξ2 − ιX2dξ1. (36)
This is nothing but the Dorfman bracket (20) of the standard Courant algebroid.
4.2 Pre-rackoids and doubled cotangent paths
Exploiting the discussions in the previous subsections, we next explore the group-like, global
structure associated with the Vaisman algebroid. To this end, we look for a rackoid-like struc-
ture whose bracket in the infinitesimal algebroid results in the bracket of the Vaisman algebroids.
An explicit example of the Vaisman algebroid appears in the tangent bundle of a para-Hermitian
manifold M [2, 6]. The bracket is given by the D-bracket:
[[e1, e2]]D = [X1, X2]TM+ + Lξ1X2 − ιξ2d
∗X1
+ [ξ1, ξ2]TM− + LX1ξ2 − ιX2dξ1. (37)
Here ei = Xi + ξi and Xi, ξi are vectors and dual vectors, d
∗, d are exterior derivatives on the
vector and its dual vector spaces. [·, ·]TM+, [·, ·]TM− are Lie brackets on vector and dual vector
spaces and LX ,Lξ are Lie derivatives associated with the vectors and their duals. There are
two independent parts in the D-bracket. The first term in the first line and the second, third
terms in the second line define the Dorfman bracket (20) for the standard Courant algebroid.
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The other terms are necessary for the Vaisman algebroid. As we have observed, brackets in
the Vaisman algebroids do not necessarily satisfy the Leibniz identity. Indeed, the Leibniz
identity of the D-bracket (37) never holds without the strong constraint. If one solves the
strong constraint in DFT by the para-holomorphic quantities in the para-Hermitian manifold,
the latter all vanish [11].
A skew-symmetric bracket is defined by the anti-symmetrization of the D-bracket.
[[e1, e2]]C = [X1, X2]TM+ + Lξ1X2 − Lξ2X1 −
1
2
d(ιX1ξ2 − ιX2ξ1)
+ [ξ1, ξ2]TM− + LX1ξ2 −LX2ξ1 −
1
2
d∗(ιξ1X2 − ιξ2X1) (38)
This is nothing but the C-bracket which governs the gauge symmetry of DFT.
As we have seen in the previous sections, the origin of the Leibniz identity is the self-
distributivity of the rack action. Therefore it is natural that a global counterpart of the Vaisman
algebroid is given by a rackoid without self-distributive rack actions. To elucidate such a
structure, we first define the notion of pre-rackoids.
Definition (Pre-rackoid). Let G ⇒M be a semi-precategory. Bisections of G are defined as in
the definition 3.2. For any bisection Σ and g ∈ Gyx, we define an action of Σ on g
D: (Σ, g) 7→ Σ D g ∈ Gσ·yσ·x . (39)
Here σ · x stands for a smooth action of σ on x ∈M . When the assignment Σ D (·) : G → G is
bijective, we call this the pre-rack action (product). We then call (G ⇒M,D) the pre-rackoid.
We can introduce an additional unital structure by ǫ by which we define the unital pre-rackoid.
Similar to the rack action, the pre-rack action of Σ on g ∈ G is defined by the shift of the
initial and the end points of the morphism g by the Σ action. However, this action is not given
by σ = t ◦ σ in general. Due to this property, we stress that D does not necessarily satisfy the
self-distributivity. We will see the explicit example of this pre-rack action in the following. We
note that the smooth pre-rack action D still induces a bracket via the adjoint action.
In order to find an explicit example of the pre-rackoid, we once again write down the
necessary conditions. (i) The pre-rack product D does not satisfy the self-distributivity in
general. (ii) Under the imposition of the strong constraint in DFT, the pre-rack product D
reduces to the rack product ⊲ that satisfies the self-distributivity. (iii) A bracket obtained by
the induced adjoint map of the pre-rack action D is given by the D-bracket (37).
A key ingredient is the doubled structure of the D-bracket. To incorporate this structure,
we begin with a 2D-dimensional para-Hermitian manifold M as the base space of the pre-
rackoid. The local coordinates xM = (xµ, x˜µ) of doubled geometry in DFT naturally appears in
a para-Hermitian manifold [4,5]. Due to the para-complex structure K2 = 1 ofM, the tangent
bundle TM is decomposed into two parts TM = TM+⊕TM−. Here each part is determined
by the eigenbundles of the para-complex structure K2 = 1. There are doubled foliations F , F˜
of M associated with the integrability of TM+ and TM−. The leaves associated with TM+
are characterized by spaces where x˜ = const. We express a leaf defined by a locus for fixed x˜ by
Fx,[x˜]. The coordinate along the space Fx,[x˜] is x
µ. The same is true for TM−, namely, spaces
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(x, x˜)
(φt(x), x˜)
(φt(x), φ˜t(x˜))
F˜[φt(x)],x˜
F˜[x],x˜
Fx,[x˜]
φ
φ˜
1
Figure 1: Leaves for the doubled foliations ofM (thin lines). The doubled path is the concate-
nation of the paths along the leaves Fx,[x˜] and F˜[φt(x)],x˜ (bold lines).
defined by x = const is denoted by F˜[x],x˜. In this picture, solving the strong constraint and
defining the physical space is equivalent to choose a leaf in the foliations of M. For example,
the strong constraint in DFT is trivially solved by the para-holomorphic quantities, i.e., those
that depend only on xµ coordinates. This implies that we choose a Fx,[x˜] space as a physical
spacetime.
Let us consider a path (φ, η) ⊂ PT ∗M in a leaf Fx,[x˜] given by x˜ = const. As we have
discussed in the previous subsection, one can define a cotangent path rackoid (PT ∗M ⇒
Fx,[x˜], ⊲) whose base space is Fx,[x˜]. We also define another cotangent path rackoid (P˜ T ∗M⇒
F˜[x],x˜, ⊲) based on the cotangent path (φ˜, η˜) ⊂ P˜ T ∗M on the leaf F˜[x],x˜ at x = const. These
rackoids (PT ∗M, P˜ T ∗M) are defined independently. Now we introduce a new path based on
a pair of paths (φ, η) ⊂ PT ∗M, (φ˜, η˜) ⊂ P˜ T ∗M in the doubled foliations on M and the
cotangent bundle T ∗M. The new path on the base space M is defined by the concatenation
of the paths φ : [0, 1] → Fx,[x˜] and φ˜ : [0, 1] → F˜[φt(x)],x˜ along the leaves Fx,[x˜] and F˜φt(x),[x˜],
respectively (see Fig 1). Here t ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter of the paths. More explicitly, we have
the path acting on the point (x, x˜) ∈M as
(φ, φ˜)t(x, x˜) = (φt(x), φ˜t(x˜)) (40)
The paths in the cotangent space is defined similarly by the concatenation of η and η˜ on (TM+)
∗
and (TM−)
∗. We call this the doubled cotangent path and denote it PT ∗M ⋄ P˜ T ∗M ≡
PT∗M. We define the source and the target maps PT∗M→M as s and t˜. Here s, t˜ are the
source and the target maps of PT ∗M ⇒ Fx,[x˜] and P˜ T ∗M ⇒ F˜[φt(x)],x˜. Then, PT
∗M ⇒M
becomes a semi-precategory. If we employ the pair of the unit maps (ǫ, ǫ˜) of PT ∗M and P˜ T ∗M
as the unit map of PT∗M ⇒ M, it becomes a smooth precategory. Bisections of PT∗M
are defined similarly through the ones in the precategories PT ∗M, P˜ T ∗M, namely, they are
diffeomorphisms associated with paths in M and TM. Explicitly, for bisections Σ = (φ, η),
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Σ˜ = (φ˜, η˜) of PT ∗M and P˜ T ∗M, a bisection Σ of PT∗M is given by Σ = Σ ⋄ Σ˜.
We then define a pre-rack product D in the precategory PT∗M ⇒ M. We propose a
product of bisections between Σ = Σ˜ ⋄ Σ and T = T˜ ⋄ T of PT∗M⇒M as
Σ D T =
(
φ1 ◦ ψt ◦ φ
−1
1 ⋄ φ˜1 ◦ ψ˜t ◦ φ˜
−1
1 ,
((φ−11 )
∗(ζt)− (φ
−1
1 )
∗ιψ˙φ
∗
1dβΣ) + ((φ˜
−1
1 )
∗(ζ˜t)− (φ˜
−1)∗1ι˜ ˙˜ψφ˜
∗
1d˜β˜Σ˜)
)
. (41)
Here
βΣ =
∫ 1
0
ds φ∗sηs, β˜Σ˜ =
∫ 1
0
ds φ˜sη˜s (42)
are 1-forms associated with the bisections Σ, Σ˜. We note that the product defined by (41) is
quite different from the rack product in (27). Remarkably, in the cotangent path in (27), the
pull-back φ∗ induced by the path φ in the base space acts on the 1-form by the rack product.
In (41), it is not true that the pull-back (φ˜ ⋄ φ)−1∗ by the path φ˜ ⋄ φ in M acts on the doubled
1-form, given in the form of Xµdxµ+ξµdx˜
µ, like that way. More explicitly, the pre-rack product
of Σ and T at (x, x˜) ∈M is given by
(Σ D T)t(x, x˜) =
(
(φ1 ◦ ψt ◦ φ
−1
1 (x), φ˜1 ◦ ψ˜t ◦ φ˜
−1
1 (x˜)),
((φ−11 )
∗(ζt)− (φ
−1
1 )
∗ιψ˙φ
∗
1dβΣ)(x, x˜) + ((φ˜
−1
1 )
∗(ζ˜t)− (φ˜
−1)∗1ι˜ ˙˜ψφ˜
∗
1d˜β˜Σ˜)(x, x˜)
)
.
(43)
One notices that there are no terms such as (φ−11 )
∗ζ˜t. Here the first line provides the components
of path inM. The path is represented by a pair of local coordinates (x, x˜). The second line gives
the components of the doubled cotangent vectors in the form of Xµdxµ + ξµdx˜
µ on T ∗M. The
maps φ, ψ controls the translation along x-direction while φ˜, ψ˜ gives the path in the x˜-direction.
With these structures, we have the following proposition.
Proposition (Pre-rackoid by doubled cotangent path). The pre-rack product D defined in (41)
does not satisfy the self-distributivity in general. Therefore (PT∗M⇒M,D) is a pre-rackoid.
We call this the doubled cotangent path pre-rackoid.
The non-self-distributivity of the pre-rack product (41) is shown by direct calculations.
However we present a concise reason in the following. The path in the base space is nothing
but the one in the path rackoid. Since the rack action along the x(x˜)-direction is given by the
adjoint action
(φ ⊲ ψ)t = φ1 ◦ ψt ◦ φ
−1
1 , (44)
then, it is obvious that this satisfies the self-distributivity. The cotangent part seems to be less
trivial. For example, the 1-form βΣDT associated with Σ D T is given by
βΣDT =
∫ 1
0
ds
[
φ1 ◦ ψs ◦ φ
−1
1 ⋄ φ˜1 ◦ ψ˜t ◦ φ˜
−1
1
]∗
×
[
((φ−11 )
∗(ζt)− (φ
−1
1 )
∗ιψ˙φ
∗
1dβΣ) + ((φ˜
−1
1 )
∗(ζ˜t)− (φ˜
−1)∗1ι˜ ˙˜ψφ˜
∗
1d˜β˜Σ˜)
]
. (45)
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Here one finds that
[
φ1 ◦ ψs ◦ φ
−1
1 ⋄ φ˜1 ◦ ψ˜t ◦ φ˜
−1
1
]∗
, composed of the pull-back of φ1 along x-
direction, cancels (φ−11 )
∗ in front of ζt, but that for the x˜-direction pics up shifts of the path by
φ˜∗1. Moreover, the d operation not only acts on the cotangent path in Fx,[x˜] but also on that
in F˜[x],x˜. The same is true for d
∗. Due to these properties, the expression (30) does not hold
anymore and the proof in [34] is not applied to the product (41). These properties trigger the
breaking of the self-distributivity.
The remaining discussion is completely parallel to the ones in [34]. Since the pre-rack action
is smooth, the adjoint map induced by the D results in a bracket on the infinitesimal algebroid
A of (PT∗M ⇒ M,D). Again, by differentiating the families of bisections in the base space,
we obtain a pair of vectors:
∂
∂u
φu|u=0 = X = X
µ∂µ,
∂
∂u
φ˜u|u=0 = ξ = ξµ∂˜µ. (46)
Similarly, for families of bisections in the cotangent bundle, we obtain a pair of 1-forms:
∂
∂u
βΣu |u=0 = α = αµdx
µ,
∂
∂u
βΣ˜u |u=0 = A = A
µdx˜µ. (47)
We here clarify the relation of the doubled geometry and generalized geometry. The vectors
ξµ(x, x˜)∂˜
µ and 1-forms Xµ(x, x˜)dx˜µ on TM−, (TM−)
∗ in the doubled geometry are identified
with the 1-forms ξµ(x, x˜)dx
µ and vectors Xµ(x, x˜)∂µ on TM+, (TM+)
∗ through the following
natural isomorphism [4]:
Φ+ : ξµ∂˜
µ ∼ ξµdx
µ, Xµdx˜µ ∼ X
µ∂µ. (48)
Then, the pair of paths (φ, η˜) on M and pair of vectors on TM+ defined by the derivatives
of the paths, and the pair of 1-forms (η, φ˜) on the dual bundle (TM+)
∗ are obtained. Given
these identifications, it is now straightforward to obtain the D-bracket structure from the the
pre-rack action (41). One finds that the Dorfman bracket of the standard Courant algebroid
comes from the PT ∗M ⇒ Fx,[x˜] part in (41). The extra terms needed for the D-bracket of
the Vaisman algebroid is obtained from the P˜ T ∗M ⇒ F˜[φ(x)],x˜ part. As we have seen in the
case of the standard Courant algebroid, the map ϕ = (ev1,
∫ 1
0
dt) finally provides the complete
D-bracket
[[e1, e2]]D = [X1, X2]TM+ + Lξ1X2 − ιξ2d
∗X1
+ [ξ1, ξ2](TM+)∗ + LX1ξ2 − ιX2dξ1. (49)
By definition, the infinitesimal algebroid A of the pre-rackoid PT∗M⇒M equipped with the
bracket (49) is the Vaisman algebroid.
When the strong constraint is imposed, the Leibniz identity of the Vaisman algebroid is
recovered and it becomes the Courant algebroid. This is obvious if one employs a solution
as the one that ∂˜µ∗ = 0, namely, the para-holomorphic quantities. In this case, the physical
spacetime is defined by a leaf Fx,[x˜] for a fixed x˜ and all the physical quantities depend only
on x. The directions along the leaf F˜[x],x˜ is frozen in the doubled space. Then, the P˜ T ∗M
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component of the pre-rackoid PT∗M ⇒ M becomes trivial and it reduces to the rackoid
PT ∗M ⇒ Fx,[x˜] ⊂ M. The tangent space of M is identified with the generalized tangent
space TM through the natural isomorphism (48). At the level of the algebroid, the condition
∂˜µ∗ = 0 implies [·, ·]∗ = Lξ∗ = d
∗ = 0 and the D-bracket reduces to the Dorfman bracket [11].
Now we revisit the geometrical meaning of the strong constraint in DFT. As we have
shown above, an infinitesimal algebroid of the pre-rackoid is isomorphic to the Vaisman al-
gebroid equipped with the D-bracket, which is equivalent to the C-bracket through the anti-
symmetrization. An essential difference between the Vaisman and the Courant algebroids is
the Leibniz (Jacobi) identity of the D-bracket (C-bracket). As we have mentioned, the Leibniz
identity is nothing but the self-distributivity of the rack action. From the viewpoint of the
doubled geometry, the strong constraint can be seen as a condition for the recovery of the
self-distributivity of the pre-rackoid.
This fact is rephrased in the following suggestive form. We define the operator R(g ⊗ h) =
g ⊗ g ⊲ h on Bis(PT∗M) ⊗ Bis(PT∗M) for any g, h ∈ Bis(Y). Then the action of R on the
tensor products Bis(PT∗M)⊗ Bis(PT∗M)⊗ Bis(PT∗M) results in
R12R13R23(g, h, i) = g ⊗ g ⊲ h⊗ g ⊲ (h ⊲ i),
R23R13R12(g, h, i) = g ⊗ g ⊲ h⊗ (g ⊲ h) ⊲ (g ⊲ i). (50)
Therefore the self-distributivity of the doubled cotangent path in M is recast in the following
quantum Yang-Baxter equation:
R12R13R23 = R23R13R12. (51)
In other words, we can say that the strong constraint in DFT is an sufficient condition of the
quantum Yang-Baxter equation for the rack action.
5 Formal rackoids and pre-rackoids
In the previous section, we work on the integration of the Vaisman algebroid by a heuristic
approach based on the doubled geometry. In this section, we propose a formal (pre)-rackoids
which enable one to find a formal integration of the Courant and the Vaisman algebroid. The
prescription discussed here is useful for perturbative treatment of the (pre)-rackoids.
5.1 Formal rackoids
Let g be a (left) Leibniz algebra with a Leibniz bracket [−,−]. Let ad(X)Y = [X, Y ]. We
define an operation [30],
X ✄ Y := exp ad(X)Y. (52)
Then, the operation satisfies
X ✄ (Y ✄ Z) = (X ✄ Y )✄ (X ✄ Z), (53)
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since
X ✄ (Y ✄ Z) = exp ad(X)(exp ad(Y )Z)
= exp(exp ad(X)ad(Y )) exp ad(X)Z
= exp(ad(exp ad(X)Y )) exp ad(X)Z
= (X ✄ Y )✄ (X ✄ Z). (54)
We generalize this construction to a Leibniz algebroid, Courant algebroid and a Vaisman
algebroid.
We introduce a formal integration of a Leibniz algebroid.
Definition. Let E be a vector bundle over M . For ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C
∞(M), we consider a
product · : Γ(E)× C∞(M) → C∞(M), and operations, a rack operation, ✄ : Γ(E)× Γ(E) →
Γ(E) and a rack action, ✄ : Γ(E)× C∞(M)→ C∞(M). If they satisfy
e1 ✄ (e2 ✄ e3) = (e1 ✄ e2)✄ (e1 ✄ e3), (55)
e1 ✄ (e2 ✄ f) = (e1 ✄ e2)✄ (e1 ✄ f), (56)
e1 ✄ fe2 = (e1 ✄ f) · (e1 ✄ e2), (57)
(E,✄, ·) is called a bundle (Lie) rackoid.
In fact a bundle rackoid is constructed by the formal exponential of operations of the Leibniz
algebroid. Let (E, [−,−]D, ρ) be a Leibniz algebroid over a smooth manifold M . Then, for
sections ei ∈ Γ(E) and a function f ∈ C
∞(M), we define a rack operation ✄ : Γ(E)× Γ(E)→
Γ(E) and a rack action on C∞(M) ✄ : Γ(E)× C∞(M)→ C∞(M) as
e1 ✄ e2 := exp ad(e1)e2, (58)
e1 ✄ f := (exp ρ(e1))f. (59)
Here ad(e1)e2 = [e1, e2]D. Then, we obtain the rack identities, (55)–(57) from the following
three identities of a Leibniz algebroid,
[e1, [e2, e3]D]D = [[e1, e2]D, e3]D + [e2, [e1, e3]D]D,
ρ([e1, e2]D)f = [ρ(e1), ρ(e2)]f,
[e1, fe2]D = f [e1, e2] + ρ(e1)f · e2.
We call a formal rackoid a rackoid defined by formal exponentials (58) and (59) of a tangent
algebroid.
Theorem. If E is a Leibniz algebroid with (ρ, [−,−]D), E is a formal rackoid, if we define
e1 ✄ e2 := exp ad(e1)e2, (60)
e1 ✄ f := (exp ρ(e1))f. (61)
Next, we consider a bundle rackoid corresponding to a Courant algebroid.
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Definition. Let (E,✄, ·) be a bundle rackoid. Let (·, ·) be a pseudo-Euclidean inner product
on E. If a bundle rackoid satisfies
e1 ✄ (e2, e3) = ((e1 ✄ e2), (e1 ✄ e3)), (62)
E is called a metric bundle rackoid.
Let (E, [−,−]D, ρ, (·, ·)) be a Courant algebroid. We consider a formal rackoid defined by
operations (58) and (59). Then, the condition (62) is proved from the identity of the Courant
algebroid,
ρ(e1)(e2, e3) = ([e1, e2]D, e3) + (e2, [e1, e3]D). (63)
This identity with identities as Leibniz algebroid is enough to obtain other identities of the
Courant algebroid. Then, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem. If E is a Courant algebroid with ([−,−]D, ρ, (·, ·)), If we define a formal rackoid
with operations,
e1 ✄ e2 := exp ad(e1)e2, (64)
e1 ✄ f := (exp ρ(e1))f, (65)
E is a metric bundle rackoid.
5.2 Formal pre-rackoids
We consider a pre-rackoid version of a formal exponential.
Definition. Let E be a vector bundle over a smooth manifold M with a pseudo-Euclidean
inner product (·, ·). For ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C
∞(M), we consider a product · : Γ(E) ×
C∞(M) → C∞(M), and operations, a rack operation, D: Γ(E) × Γ(E) → Γ(E) and a rack
action, D: Γ(E)× C∞(M)→ C∞(M).
If an operation D satisfies
e1 D fe2 = (e1 D f) · (e1 D e2), (66)
e1 D (e2, e3) = ((e1 D e2), (e1 D e3)), (67)
E is called a metric (bundle) (Lie) pre-rackoid.
Let (E, [[−, −]]D, ρ, (·, ·)) be a Vaisman algebroid. As in the case of a Leibniz algebroid,
we define the following operation D: Γ(E) × Γ(E) → Γ(E) and the action on C∞(M) D:
Γ(E)× C∞(M)→ C∞(M) for ei ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C
∞(M),
e1 D e2 := exp ad(e1)e2, (68)
e1 D f := exp ρ(e1)f. (69)
Here ad(e1)e2 = [[e1, e2]]D is a D-bracket. The exponential of a D-bracket or a generalized Lie
derivative expLv has appeared as a large gauge transformation of DFT [35]. We can prove
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that operations (68) and (69) satisfy (66) and (67). A Vaisman algebroid gives a formal metric
pre-rackoid. In general, the rack identities are not satisfied,
e1 D (e2 D e3) 6= (e1 D e2) D (e1 D e3), (70)
e1 D (e2 D f) 6= (e1 D e2) D (e1 D f), (71)
The closure condition is expressed by
e1 D (e2 D e3)− (e1 D e2) D (e1 D e3) = 0, (72)
e1 D (e2 D f)− (e1 D e2) D (e1 D f) = 0, (73)
6 Rackoids and pre-rackoids from sigma models
In this section, we consider a sigma model description of a cotangent path rackoid and a
doubled cotangent path pre-rackoid. We discuss description of a Lie rackoid and pre-rackoid
using topological sigma models.
6.1 Courant sigma model
We can naturally construct a three dimensional topological sigma model with a Courant alge-
broid structure called a Courant sigma model. [36, 37]
Let (E, ρ, [−,−]D, H) be a Courant algebroid over a smooth manifold M . Let N be a three
dimensional manifold with local coordinates σµ. ϕ : N → M is a smooth map, A ∈ Ω1(N,ϕ∗E)
is a 1-form and B ∈ Ω2(N,ϕ∗T ∗M) is a 2-form.
The action of the Courant sigma model is
S =
∫
N
(
−Bi ∧ dϕ
i +
1
2
kabA
a ∧ dAb + ρia(ϕ)Bi ∧ A
a +
1
3!
Habc(ϕ)A
a ∧Ab ∧Ac
)
, (74)
where kab is defined from a fiber metric as kab = (ea, eb), ρ(ea) = ρ
i
a(x)∂i = ρ
i
a(x)
∂
∂xi
and
1
3!
Habc(x) = H(ea, eb, ec). Here ea is a basis of the fiber of E.
The gauge transformation is
δϕi = ρia(ϕ)t
a, (75)
δAa = dta + kabρib(ϕ)ui + k
abHbcd(ϕ)A
ctd, (76)
δBi = dui + ∂iρ
j
a(A
auj − t
aBj) +
1
2
∂iHabc(ϕ)A
aAbtc, (77)
where ta is a 0-form gauge parameter and ui is a 1-form gauge parameter. The action (74)
is gauge invariant under the gauge transformation (75)–(77) if and only if the target space E
with structures (k, ρ,H) is a Courant algebroid. Thus this topological sigma mode is called a
Courant sigma model.
We consider the case of the standard Courant algebroid on E = TM ⊕ T ∗M . We take the
O(D,D) metric as
k =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(78)
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and the anchor map ρ : X + α 7→ X , where X + α ∈ Γ(TM ⊕ T ∗M),
ρ =
(
1 0
0 0
)
(79)
andH = 0. The 1-form field Aa is decomposed to components of TM and T ∗M asAa = (Ai, Ci),
where A ∈ Ω1(N,ϕ∗T ∗M) and C ∈ Ω1(N,ϕ∗TM). The action of the Courant sigma model
(74) becomes a simple form,
S =
∫
N
−Bi ∧ dϕ
i + Ci ∧ dA
i +Bi ∧A
i. (80)
Let N = Σ×R, where Σ is a two dimensional manifold and R is the time direction. Then,
we can compute the symplectic form,
ω =
∫
Σ
δX i ∧ δBi + δA
i ∧ δCi. (81)
Nonzero Poisson brackets of fields are obtained from Poisson brackets of canonical conjugates,
{X i(σ), Babj(σ
′)} = −ǫabδ
i
jδ
2(σ − σ′), (82)
{Aia(σ), Cbj(σ
′)} = ǫabδ
i
jδ
2(σ − σ′), (83)
where a, b = 1, 2 are indices on Σ. The Hamiltonian
H =
∫
Σ
(B0i ∧G
i − C0i ∧ F
i − Ai0K21i), (84)
is purely written by terms with constraints, where B0i = B0aidσ
a where a = 1, 2. Here con-
straints are
Gi = dϕi − Ai, (85)
Fi = dCi +Bi, (86)
Ki = dA
i. (87)
Poisson brackets of constraints Gi, Fi andKi show that they consist of the first class constraints.
6.2 Path rackoids from Courant sigma models
We analyze correspondence of the standard Courant sigma model and a path Lie rackoid.
We consider a path It = [0, t] ⊂ Σ and a map from It to the target space M , γ(t) : It →M ,
where t ∈ R. a = (γ, α) ∈ PT ∗M consists of a cotangent path on M .
We can easily identify a path to a map ϕ on It, γ = ϕ|It. A section of a generalized tangent
bundle TM ⊕ T ∗M , X + α = X i(x)∂i + αi(x)dx
i, is mapped as follows,
(X˜ + α˜) =
∫ 1
0
(X i(ϕ(σ))Ci(σ) + αi(ϕ(σ))A
i(σ)), (88)
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using fields Ai(σ) and Ci(σ) in the Courant sigma model. This map is denoted by j,
j : X + α 7→ X˜ + α˜, (89)
Then the bilinear form (·, ·) is mapped to a Poisson bracket since j is a homomorphism,
j : (X + α, Y + β) 7→ −{X˜ + α˜, Y˜ + β˜}. (90)
for X + α, Y + β ∈ Γ(TM ⊕ T ∗M). The anchor map ρ(X + α) = X is mapped to
j : ρ(X + α)f(x) 7→ −{{X˜ + α˜, H}, f(ϕ(σ)}. (91)
where f ∈ C∞(M). The Dorfman bracket is mapped to the derived bracket of Poisson brackets,
j : [X + α, Y + β]D 7→ −{{X˜ + α˜, H}, Y˜ + β˜}. (92)
where f ∈ C∞(M). Such a derived bracket construction has been formulated in [40]. We
can prove that j is a homomorphism of a Courant algebroid. Therefore a Courant algebroid
structure on E is mapped to the mapping space Map(N,E) with a symplectic form ω, and
operations are calculated by (90)–(92).
From the above correspondence, a cotangent path is mapped to
j : (γ, α) 7→ (ϕ(t), α˜(t)). (93)
Quantities φ, ψ, β, ζ in a rackoid which satisfy differential equations (31) are formally described
by exponential maps, which are Wilson lines
j : φ 7→ P exp X˜ = Pexp
∫
γ
X i(ϕ(σ))Ci(σ), (94)
j : β 7→ P exp α˜ = Pexp
∫
γ
αi(ϕ(σ))A
i(σ)), (95)
Here γ = γ(1). We obtain a formal rackoid structure in section 5 from Wilson lines (95) and
(95). Wilson lines provide formal exponential maps, but they are useful for concrete calculations
of the integration using the quantization of the sigma model.
We can easily generalize the above construction of the standard Courant algebroid to a
general Courant algebroid. The equivalent but more familiar construction for quantization of
a Courant algebroid using a topological sigma model is a so called AKSZ sigma model using
supergeometry. [43, 44]
6.3 Topological double sigma models and pre-rackoids
In this section, we consider a construction of a pre-rackoid using a topological sigma model of
doubled target spacetime with a Vaisman algebroid structure. A topological sigma model with
a structure of DFT geometry is proposed in [38].
Let M is 2D-dimensional manifold corresponding a doubled spacetime. Typically, it is a
direct product of a physical spacetime and a T-dual spacetime, M = M × M˜ . Suppose an
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O(D,D) invariant metric ηIJ on M, where I, J = 1, · · ·2D are indices of local coordinate on
M.
Let N be a 3 dimensional manifold with local coordinates σµ. ϕ : N →M is a smooth map
from N to the target double spacetime. A ∈ Ω1(N,ϕ∗T ∗M) is a 1-form taking a value on the
pullback of T ∗M. B ∈ Ω2(N,ϕ∗T ∗M) is a 2-form taking a value on the pullback of T ∗M.
An action of a topological double sigma model is
S =
∫
N
(
−BIdϕ
I +
1
2
ηIJAIdAJ + η
IJBIAJ +
1
3!
F IJK(ϕ)AIAJAK
)
, (96)
where F (x) ∈ Ω3(M) is a generalized flux which is a 3-form onM. Now we consider a simplest
F = 0 case for a genuine Vaisman algebroid. Then the action becomes
S =
∫
N
(−BIdϕ
I +
1
2
ηIJAIdAJ + η
IJBIAJ). (97)
Nonzero Poisson brackets of fields are computed as
{XI(σ), BabJ(σ
′)} = −ǫabδ
I
Jδ
2(σ − σ′), (98)
{AaI(σ), AbJ(σ
′)} = ǫabηIJδ
2(σ − σ′), (99)
where a, b = 1, 2 are indices on Σ.
The section condition to reduce the 2D-dimensional double spacetimeM to a D-dimensional
spacetime M drop functions of φI . If we use equations of motion, half degrees of AI drop and
we obtain the first class constraint GI |M . On the other hand, we can impose G
I consist of the
first class constraints. The condition gives the section condition on fields on the target space.
It is natural to consider the following gauge transformations analogous to gauge transfor-
mations of the CSM, (75)–(77),
δϕI = ηIJtJ , (100)
δAI = dtI + uI , (101)
δBI = duI , (102)
where tI is a zero-form gauge parameter and uI is a 1-form gauge parameter. However, the
action S is not gauge invariant under this transformation, δS 6= 0.
In the Hamiltonian analysis, we obtain a Hamiltonian,
H =
∫
Σ
(B0I ∧G
I + AI0FI), (103)
where constraints are
GI = dϕI − ηIJAJ , (104)
FI = dAI +BI . (105)
In this case, the constraints are not the first class, since
{GIa(σ), G
J
b (σ)} = η
IJǫabδ
2(σ − σ). (106)
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where a, b = 1, 2 are indices on Σ.
Operations in the Vaisman algebroid are constructed similar to one of the Courant algebroid
discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2.
A section of tangent bundle TM, X = XI(x)∂I is mapped to a field (a pullback 1-form to
the mapping space),
X˜(t) =
∫
It
XI(ϕ(σ))AI(σ). (107)
The map is denoted by j,
j : X 7→ X˜, (108)
The bilinear form (·, ·) is mapped to a Poisson bracket since j is a homomorphism,
j : (X, Y ) 7→ −{X˜, Y˜ }. (109)
for X +α, Y +β ∈ Γ(TM ⊕T ∗M). The D-bracket is mapped to the derived bracket of Poisson
brackets,
j : [[X, Y ]]D 7→ −{{X˜,H}, Y˜ }. (110)
where X, Y ∈ X(M). A derived bracket construction of a D-bracket has been analyzed in
[45–47]. Therefore a Vaisman algebroid structure on TM is mapped to the mapping space
Map(N, TM) with a symplectic form ω, and operations are calculated by (109) and (110).
From the above correspondence, a cotangent path is mapped to
j : (γ, α) 7→ (ϕ(t), α˜(t)). (111)
where a metric η naturally identify TM to T ∗M. Quantities φ, ψ, β, ζ and tilde quantities
in a pre-rackoid which satisfy differential equations (31) are formally described by exponential
maps, which are Wilson lines
j : (φ, β) 7→ P exp X˜ = Pexp
∫
It
XI(ϕ(σ))AI(σ). (112)
Similar to the Courant algebroid case, the equivalent but more familiar construction for quan-
tization of a Courant algebroid using a topological sigma model is an AKSZ type sigma model
formulation.
7 Conclusion and discussions
In this paper, we studied a global aspect of the doubled geometry in DFT through the coque-
cigrue problem of the Vaisman algebroid.
We first focus on the global structure associated with the Courant algebroid. A global,
group-like structure corresponding to the Leibniz algebroid is a rackoid, which is a groupoid-
like generalization of a rack. A Leibniz algebroid appears in the tangent bundle of a rackoid
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as an infinitesimal counterpart of the global structure. The cotangent path rackoid proposed
in [34] provides the standard Courant algebroid as a tangent Leibniz algebroid.
With these results at hand, we studied a generalization of the cotangent path rackoid that
gives rise to the Vaisman algebroid as an infinitesimal algebroid. It is obvious that the Vaisman
algebroid fail to satisfy the Leibniz identity in the Courant algebroid. Since the Leibniz iden-
tity is encoded into the self-distributivity of the rack product, an integration of the Vaisman
algebroid is given by a rackoid type structure without the self-distributivity. We called this
structure the pre-rackoid. A crucial ingredient for the construction of a pre-rackoid is the dou-
bled cotangent path that is defined by the doubled foliations of the para-Hermitian manifold.
With this structure, we defined the pre-rack product by (41). Due to the intermediate shift
between different leaves of the doubled foliations, the self-distributivity of the pre-rack product
is explicitly broken.
This picture is consistent with DFT. One remembers that the strong constraint in DFT
picks up a leaf of the foliations as a physical spacetime. In this case, the pre-rack product is
restricted only on a leaf and the self-distributivity is trivially recovered.
We next focused on a direct approach on the integration of the Courant and the Vaisman
algebroid. We introduced the formal exponential map of the adjoint action or the bracket
in algebroids. The resulting structures lead to notions of formal rackoid and pre-rackoids.
A formal rackoid together with the metric bundle rackoid structure defines an integration of
the Courant algebroid. We showed that these notions are generalized to the formal metric pre-
rackoid. The D-bracket in the Vaisman algebroid is exponentiated, providing an example of the
pre-rack product. Compare to the heuristic approach by the explicit examples of the (pre-)rack
product, the approach based on the a formal integration of the algebroid will help to understand
an intuitive feature of the (pre-)rackoid. The idea is familiar to a formal deformation of an
algebra and a perturbative calculation of a quantum theory.
In the end of the discussion, we exhibited another realization of a (pre)-rackoid. We intro-
duced a three-dimensional topological sigma model, the so-called Courant sigma model. This
provides a natural arena for a realization of the Courant algebroid. We showed that the struc-
ture of the formal rackoid is explicitly implemented by an exponential map of fields in the
Courant sigma model. This is physically interpreted as Wilson lines associated with gauge
fielda. The construction is generalized to a topological double sigma model of the Vaisman
algebroid and the pre-rackoid. These examples give physical applications of the (pre-)rackoid.
In this paper, we studied a global structure associated with the Vaisman algebroid from the
several viewpoints. The underlying geometry is the doubled geometry in DFT.
A pre-rackoid structure is related to a global gauge structure of DFT. Quantizations of
topological sigma models will provide quantum version of doubled geometry, which is important
for analysis of quantum T-duality.
It is known that DFT contains various solutions that are not the ones in supergravity
[48–52]. They are called the non-geometric solutions. The global aspects of doubled geometry
discussed here will be helpful to understand these non-geometric nature of spacetimes in string
theory. We noted that the strong constraint in DFT is represented by the quantum Yang-Baxter
equation for the rack action. It is well-known that the quantum and the classical Yang-Baxter
relations have deep connections with the integrable systems. Indeed, the classical Yang-Baxter
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deformation is a key ingredient of the integrability of string theory [18, 19, 53]. We will come
back to these issues in future studies.
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